
Name:  ____________________________

Long Vowel Sentences
Directions:  Find the word in each sentence that has a 

long vowel sound and circle it.  Write what 
vowel sound it has on the line.

example:     The elephant  ate  an apple. long a

     The  sky is blue. long i

1. John put his tools away. _____________

2. Jim isn't home now. _____________

3. The children were playing in the yard. _____________

4. Three ducks crossed the path. _____________

5. The zoo is closed. _____________

6. This shirt is dry. _____________

7. Mother baked pumpkin bread. _____________

8. Tim never uses his black pen. _____________

9. Papa only has one hammer. _____________

10. The green crayon is missing. _____________

11. I love to munch on carrots. _____________

12. Can we walk to church? _____________

Now try this:  Make up your own sentence on the back of this 
paper.  Be sure it has only one long vowel sound 
in it.  Have a friend find the long vowel.
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long vowel sound and circle it.  Write what 
vowel sound it has on the line.

example:     The elephant  ate  an apple. long a

     The  sky is blue. long i

1. Mr. John put his tools away. long a

2. Jim isn't home now. long o

3. The children were playing in the yard. long a

4. Three ducks crossed the path. long e

5. The zoo is closed. long o

6. This shirt is dry. long i

7. Mother baked pumpkin bread. long a
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